How to make a Puppet...

Step 1...
Cut this shape out of a piece of cardboard. Any empty cardboard box you have at home.

Step 2...
Get a piece of cloth and measure your cardboard on the material. Then cut the shape traced on the material.

Step 3...
Put the same cut cardboard in a sock and cut the top of the sock to the edge of the cardboard inside.

Step 4...
After the top of the sock has been cut turn sock on the wrong side and place cut cloth and sew around the edges.
**Step 5...**

When you have sewn the edges turn the sock on the right side and place the cut cardboard to fit into the space between the cloth and the sock.

**Step 6...**

You should have this now. At this stage you will add hair, eyes and nose. You can use wool for the hair and buttons or beads for the eyes and nose.

**Step 7...**

*You just made your first home-made puppet! And it wasn't expensive!*

The puppets you make will all have your creativity and flair. The materials used to make puppets do not have to be newly bought material but any piece of material you have lying around the house.